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Abstract
There is an urban phenomenon called an arcade. I will study it and show how it can be used today. I
will investigate its autonomy in forming a public space, the external society, economy, climate, program, and
geography, being auxiliary to its core essence. After representing the history and morphology of the square, a
type of arcade, I will demonstrate how it can be used to enhance the city's public good and the arcade's value,
through the examples of two squares in Taipei.
Region after region of rooms breaks the boundary between the human scale and the vehicle scale of
traffic flow and the boundary between traffic flow and other activities. The contemporary public program turns
the public dimension outside-in successfully, more as a container than a form of separation based on the
logic of differentiating a primary room from secondary ones using arcades and squares. An arcade,
composed of pillars and arches, was one of the primary elements to enclose public space. The arcade acts
as a path and secondary space to the central space. It is gradually disappearing in contemporary
architecture.
Many of research have studied all significant arcades through out the history but none of them
investigate in their current uses. I will demonstrate arcade's current uses through two squares designs in
Taipei. The fragmented urban fabrics can be mended with arcades in the current rapid urban sprawl.
Why designing based on a square and inserting arcades can serve an answer to the disappearance of
arcades and their relation with public space. The center of Taipei City has shifted from the west to the east
since 1980. The land value has grown by a factor of three, but the city parcels in western Taipei are still very
tiny. The government promotes combining the parcels into larger ones and the public plan for the western
part of Taipei encourages unification, considered as a whole. This will mean a bigger, unifying street elevation,
and internally fragmented underutilized plots relevant to big public spaces will be opened up. Continuous
arcades and a self-explanatory public space in modern times function as a remedy for the problems of
modern architecture in Taipei, a city that lacks coherence.
Arcades also may be able to remedy the discontinuity of the urban fabric on the west side in the old
part of Taipei that has occurred due to the rapid urban sprawl, creating legible public spaces and reorganizing
the chaotic fabric.
The two square designs approach public scale on two levels: one monumentally shapes the open public
space. The second, a town hall loggia, infills the site as interior public rooms. As the idea of an interior arcade
extends the transparent fagade of the town hall, which intimately interacts with street and fagade in the
neighborhood.
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Abbreviation
Site one means Zhong Shan Hall
Site two means Da Dau Chong Park
All the unlabeled figures in Chapter Two and Chapter Four are drawn by author
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Chapter One: Introduction. The Arcade and the Public Square
Square Arcade/ Analysis of its urban intention intersects
with Typology, morphology/ Rossi, Grassi, Venice school.
ARCADE,
IN BETWEEN THE PRIVATE AND PUBLIC REALM OF ARCHITECTURE
An arcade, composed of pillars and arches, is one of the primary elements to
enclose the public space. The arcade acts as a path and secondary space to the
main room.
FUNCTION AND FORM OF ARCADE
ORIGIN
"Vitruvius(V.ix. 1) cites ingenious architects who constructed arcades porticoes in the
vicinity of theaters to protect spectators from the rain."i
Arcades in Bologna, Italy, in medieval times, began when the owner of a mansion
extended his second floor terrace out of his property line and added the support structures
below the extension, making it an arcade. After the thirteenth century, continuous arcades
were required to run through different buildings. Thus, the municipal governor required
every individual building to have arcades inside the property line.
The problem was how the arcade in Bologna was constructed from chaos to
functionally form a consistent relationship interacting with the building,
differentiating distinctive aspects of architectural types by contextual condition.
1. Naomi Miller" Porticoes and streets." Renaissance Bologna: A Study in Architectural Form and Content (New
York: Peter Lang Publishing 1989 ) 36
"Wood was used in supports of arcades. The early arcades in Bologna occupied
entire streets and were built in a haphazard and irregular manner without regard for the
building line and streetscape." 2 Their evolution may be seen from a few remaining
wooden column structures, followed by brick and culminating in the classic stone arcades
of the sixteenth and seventeenth century. A statute of the year 1249 decreed that all the
arcades of the city and the suburb would be maintained at the height of seven feet from
the ground level. Therefore, anyone could ride a horse beneath the arcades at ground
level.3 This regulation led to the privately maintained arcade adapted to use as public
property. A true urban typology was created. The alignment of arcades was obtained via
legal dispositions and licenses for construction or building permits. The later arcades
continued with the low arcades of the earlier times and formed a consistent network in
today's historic center in Bologna.
Historically in Bologna, arcades not only diversified the public space but also
became so independent that the only function they had is the thoroughfare. The arcade
existed by itself without positive or negative history aspect to destroy the essence of
arcades' construction. The demolition of several houses to create the di Porta
Ravengnana piazza with arcades were intended to isolate the two towers that didn't
become public property until 1398. The Piazza Maggiore and di Porta Ravengnana were
opened then. These two piazzas and the surrounding fabric became the permanent center,
which start to radiate the arcades pervasive everywhere in Bologna. The principle of the
Ravengnana Piazza focused on the extended town plan, the junction of roads and the
major traffic artery, reinforced by pre-possessing towers; the towers are harmonious in
hue with the diverse neighborhood structures.4
Fig 1 -1 Photo of Piazza di Porta Ravengnania and aerial view for Maggiore in the mniddlePorta in the East
2. Naomi Miller" Porticoes and streets." Renaissance Bologna: A Study in Architectural Form and Content (New
York: Peter Lang Publishing 1989 ),37
3. Ibid.,37 4. Ibid., 53
H ISTORY
There are some significant squares marking the historic evolution of the arcade and
its relationship with public space. The first monumental one is Casa dei Mercanti, which
served as a stock exchange at that time. Casa dei Mercanti was renowned for its vivid
appearance and functioned as the center of the whole piazza. In the Piazza del Popolo, on
the other hand, the unifying image of the piazza is the main pursuit of the arcade which
runs thoroughly to enclose the center piazza. Lotz said that San Marco in 1177 is the only
case of a continuous arcade before Medieval times.
Fig 1-2 Photo of Fermo Piazza del Popolo and Fig 1-3 Casa dei Mercanti
Around 1290, the arcade in Piazza del Popolo at Fermo, Moscoloni, rendered a
unifying arcade image. The same openings running through different buildings could
almost be considered to have been designed simultaneously. The symmetric piazza shape
differs from San Marco's asymmetric one. Twenty years later in 1310, at the center of the
widest edge in Piazza Erbe in Verona, Casa dei Mercanti stood out from the oval shaped
piazza. The square type of arcade changed from the whole unifying image to unbalanced
beauty of a non-unifying square. The geometry started to extrude in the process of
unifying elevation and public space.
Arn.we MrVi n 5~I . Fouv N l . S Prk,,va Vi cil1a)_. . 27
ta II4 do .... 6 Ciice (Vicokl) ........_ 18 G kaccMni 198) , .. . 30
Wist dV e 4 ) . S . .. C~rndoi (Vra) . ....... 21 S. Andire3 (Va) ... . 33
B ic, N)a ... I .) .. 12 Docgai (Via) . .. ...... 24 Volpa fVia delIa) . .. 36
Fig 1-4 Plan of Pienza Piazza and surrounding
Fiu 1 5 Photo o f'Pienza P]iazza and Fig 16 Piazzat DuIca eC n1 Vigvn
One hundred years later (1458), Pienza Piazza in Siena became the utopia of a
pope's dream city, where the three characteristic buildings--church, markets, and city
hall--stood facing the center piazza. In questioning the vision of a piazza and arcade, the
goal of asymmetry can be as beautiful as the one of unifying layout. The center public
space still has coherent legibility and the focus comes to serve the public function in the
surrounding fabric. This back-and-forth design moves swung to the climax fifty years
later at Piazza Ducale, where the entire arcade is attached to the front of a building. The
arcade construction of Piazza Ducale goes beyond the property line of the original
building, whereas in Piazza Maggiore, Vignolas' dei Banch in 1565 was only a piece of
wall, an elevation attached to the building. The elevation followed the original structure
with the arcade underneath the original building.
Pointsframefrom Wolfgang Lotz, Studies in Italian Renaissance architecture. "Piazza Ducale,
Vigevano," and "Sixteenth-Century Italian Squares."
Fig 1-7 Photo of Piazza Maggiore, Vignolas's dei banch
Important Role of Piazza from the Realization of Venice School and Rossi
The School of Venice mainstreamed in the history in general, detailing a history of
ruptures and breaks, searching for those points where the urban fabric had been cut and
could be transformed, or for leftover fragments that now offered opportunities for
innovative interventions that were sympathetic to more traditional forms of the city.
According to Aldo Rossi, the fragmentation or discontinuity in the urban fabric is the
place where the city leaves the monument. They are also the locus seeking for innovation
in the Venice School. Creating a monochrome fagade where there once was a series of
shops, and covering the openings of the second story in Viognola's dei Banchi for
example, might be problematic in modem times but was avant-garde in 1565. A new type
of Piazza (Maggiore) was erected--not merely a new type of building. Its urban impact
had a comparable scale to Sansovino's library in Venice, the Piazza Ss. Annunziata in
Florence, and Michelangelo's Campidoglio in Rome.
Fig 1-8, Photo of Sansovino library, Venice and 1-9 Vignolas's dei banch in Piazza Maggiore, Bologna
TYPOLOGY
While the Venice School shifted to the meaningful concentration on "type," which
Winckelmann defined as an ideal imitation, Carlo Aymonino had differentiated "building
type" by contextual condition on three points: (1) the singleness purpose of a structure, (2)
the building codes and their architectural effects, (3) and the relative indifference to the
urban context in plan.5 We use this idea of content typology to understand the 1546
Campidoglio project in Rome. The piazza followed the site condition as opposed to the
completely arbitrary one-stroke action in Piazza Ducale. Piazza Campidoglio is on the
edge of Rome on a hill, but the plan is defined simply by the civic hall, the Roman Forum,
and the library palazzo. After Michelangelo's renovation of Palazzo dei Conservatori on
the right side, the left followed his fagade logic. It was not a regulation but rather a .
consistent approach over a significantly long time that controlled this peripheral piazza in
Rome and it stands out as a crucial influential position. After 1546, Campidoglio in Rome
and dei Banchi in Piazza Maggiore in Bologna both followed this method: a single arcade
building completing the piazza and leading to the later renovations of surrounding
palazzos and more, in a single owner footprint and rectangular square. If the typology of
arcade can be defined and applied rigorously, consistently, and strategically upon the
contextual meaning through its function and form, then this was the evident case in 1546.
igL 1-10o Photo of C'ampidoglio in Rome and F1ig 1 -11 Palazzo dei Conservaltori
5. M. Christine Boyer. The city of collective memory: its historical imaginary and architectural entertainments.
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press. 1994), 183
Significantly, in every type, Rossi argued that there resides a logical rule of a
structural principle that is clear to the senses and to reason, and it can be found in the
analysis of every architectural object.
Comparing Rossi's column as an example of architectural object theory, the arcade
becomes more of a typology of architecture than a single structure or decorative object. A
typology of arcade means a typology of space. If we see the arcade as the thoroughfare
path, a continuous movement, then the fluctuating part can be defined as a zone that is
penetrated by an outside open piazza and inside or above a solid building, which could be
extended vertically to become a new wall, elevation, or a architectural construction (as in
the case of Piazza Maggiore and Ducale). The occupation ratios of the building and
outside plan decide the openness and the property line location.
Moreover, Rossi's aim was to refute functionalism historically. He writes
provocatively. "A functional analysis of the elements of urban planning is not only
misleading but prevents us from analyzing forms and hinders knowledge of the real
architectural laws." 6 He introduces the concept of permanence that can be observed in
historical monuments, visible signs of the past, and in the routes taken by streets as well
as in city plans. In that sense, permanence could be observed from the arcade. An
important view for an understanding of his architectural theory is the concept of
"typology" that Rossi developed from Quatrem'ere de Quincy, the arcade, as an
architectural sign existing over time and is defined as a permanent typology, considered
an essential basis for his architecture.7
6. The Harvard Architecture Review. "The work of eight contemporary architects"(Cambridge, MA, 1980),94-99
7. Aldo Rossi, Architecture, Projects & Drawings (London: Institute of contemporary Art 1983)
PUBLICITY AND PRIVACY of the ARCADE
The Arcade fits the public and private aspects in Rossi's theory, strengthened by
its means of expression and the theoretical foundations of The Architecture of
the City
The Arcade, as an architectural element, can be privately approached and owned by
a single property. On the other hand, the arcade as an urban phenomenon can be extended
and magnified into the scale of city structure. Followings are two examples.
The first example, in "Domestic Architecture," Rossi juxtaposed several buildings
with an out-of-scale teapot. The pot itself, a typical form, is a metaphor of an
architectural type.8 Rossi explored the out-of-scale teapot had transformed into a piece of
domestic Architecture. In this logic, the very privacy of the arcade could be transformed
into a very public thoroughfare by an extended array of thousands of continuous arcades.
Thus, the form of the arcade assumes a new meaning (public aspect) that is no longer
based on its original function (private extension).
The second example, the form of arcade in the Palazzo della Ragione Padua in The
Architecture of the City, which precisely serves multiple public functions over time:
market, performance, and civic function. One can notice the arcade at the ground level
and the second floor of Palazzo della Ragione Padua. The public scale approaches the
realm of which Rossi spoke. " A building of this type can contain the multiplicity of
functions over time and how these functions are entirely independent of the form." It is
the form that impresses us. We live in it and experience it, then it, in turn, structures the
city.
8. The Harvard Architecture Review. "The work of eight contemporary architects"(Cambridge, MA, 1980), 98
Further, the extended territory of the public architecture interrupts the privacy of an
arcade in the above logic through the method of accumulation of scale or time. The
arcade becomes the transitional zone between the public realm and a private, enclosed
territory. Undoubtedly, the historic arcade was born from the extension of private territory;
however, the modern arcade makes another exciting case that is considered "Privately
owned public space."
The arcade in Burlington, London, is an urban enclosed public space, which
appears between the zones of public and private-the glass-glazed arcade cut through an
entire block and surrounded by shops. The transparent arcade appears as an open public
space but essentially creates a level of privately programmatic territory much like the
Galleria in Milan.
The streetscape of New York City with its arcade at 75 Wall Street Barclays Bank,
the 360-degree, full-perimeter arcade provides easy, protected semi-public passage to the
highly usable through-block urban plaza, connecting urban pedestrians. The arcade
essentially links the urban plaza. Water walls and pools line the southwest edge of the
urban plaza. Although they seem detached from the rest of the space, they have the
consequential virtue of creating something of a refuge for those seeking privacy. The
detachment and subsequent privacy are enhanced by a substantial and curious brick
structure, looking like one side of an arcade that tracks the western side of the space.
Fig 1- 12 Aldo Rossi"Domestic A nrchitecture"and Fig 1- 13 Burlington Arcade, Londo
Consequently, considering the modem arcade as a place of urban public space and
as this new fusion of arcade adds an architectural privacy in the business district, where
public space has no level of intimacy or hierarchy among the concrete skyscrapers. This
multi-story space is the first covered pedestrian space built under the bonus provisions of
the Zoning Resolution. "It is essentially a through-block arcade with retail frontage
running northeast from the intersection of William and Platt Streets to John Street."9 The
flashy chrome columns and stage evoke a theatrical air that is reminiscent of the
Broadway theatre that once occupied the lower level.
Ei,- 1- 14 Photo of 75 Wall Street. Lowe r Mlanhattani
ARCADE, ARCHITECTURE, AND THE CITY
ARCADE as TYPE of ART
The Venice School initially began by reassessing universal types first established
by the neoclassicists. The aim was to break with the "autonomy of 'types' that the
classical ideally assumed in order to bridge the gap separating technical problems from
the historical arts, the material forms of architecture from their actual production in
space."8 Far from the ideal types espoused by Winckelmann, and based on the functional
and formal aspect of the arcade, the School of Venice translated an artistic conception,
which can apply to arcades-consisting of an archive of building types and a set of rules
-for their combination and cross-references. Their beautiful "type" was a mold or
mental image whose internal structure and deep geometry developed out of simple
typological and decorative elements and whose compositional conventions were both
conserved and transformed over time.9
9. Jerold S. Kayden. Privately owned public space: the New York City experience, 91
8. This statement refers to Saverio Muratori's work cited by Luciano Semerani, "Why not" The
School of Venice Architectural Digest 55 5/6 (1986):]
9. M. Christine Boyer. The city of collective memory. (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press.1994), 186
Arcade as ARCHITECTURAL LANGUAGE
Undoubtedly, as part of a building system, the arcade is the real practice of
condensed architectural language representing its social, legal, and institutional context.
Aymonino and Rossi assumed that ruptures and discontinuities explained the
history of architecture, that the language of architecture, moreover, was dependent
on its social, legal, and institutional contexts. io
The Palazzo della Ragione Padua in The Architecture of the City precisely served
multiple public functions. Arcades served as vivid forms representing the autonomy of
architecture indicated in one of the four categories in Rossi's The Architecture of the City.
The four categories are: (1) classification and description the typological problem, (2)
analysis of parts and the whole of structure of the city, (3) the architecture of the city and
urban history, and (4) the urban dynamic and politics.
,1L
10. Ibid., 178
L
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Fig 1-15 Fig 1-16
ARCADE as URBAN SPACE
The Arcade, as a civic instrument, presents urban intention. The public function of
the arcade defines it as part of the urban space, a silent and peaceful urban pathway.
10. Ibid., 178
Architecture could not be separated from the formation of the city: It was a
collective process constructed slowly over time, and hence architecture was not
to be analyzed for its autonomous styles or ornamental structures, but was at one
with the stratified space and layered time of the city. 11
Yet "type" also entered into a dialectical relationship with construction techniques,
with the functions and styles of buildings, with the collective nature of city compositions,
and the autonomous aspects of the building as artifact:
Thus typological studies based on historical analysis revealing both the
morphological structure and the formal persistence or variations within each city
were the mediating conventions by which the architect wrote and the spectator
read the collective forms of the city.12
Rossi insists, "I don't invent, I remember."12 In that sense, the architecture in
Bologna is rather modest due to Bologna's experiment. Raymond analyzed the typology
-which can be considered as an arcade-as a "structure of correspondence" between the
spatial regularities of the project and the practices that the projected building would
enclose.
Typological Abstraction of Projects in the Center of Bologna
"Typology bases its understanding of architecture on forms which are classified
into types based on specific criteria. For Rossi, it is the ideas of public and private, and
rational design and place." 13 Rossi defines architecture as designs (forms) that have
persisted over time to become types. Those types constitute the history of the city or its
memory, and the culture of the present. The arcade in Bologna is one of those types.
I1. Quoted by Dorothy Dondore,"Banvard's Panaroma and the flowering of new England," New England
Quarterly 13 (1938) :819
12. M. Christine Boyer. The city of collective memory. (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press.1 994) 183 Quoted
from Viollet-le-Duc.
I 2.Ibid.
13. Aldo Rossi. Architecture of the City. ( MIT Press c 19) 21
20
Functions vary over time and place, but form remains. The transformation of the
typologies of the past is a formal reduction of ornament and detail to "pure" forms: The
apparent pure geometry a mythical and magical symbol in Antiquity and the Middle Ages,
that also played a highly important role in the geometric architectural orders of the
Renaissance." 14
The arcade is equally evaluated as an architectural object in the urban scale from
Rossi's viewpoint.
In Rossi's competition project one finds an entire block of houses, so that the
most striking element, a huge corner column (a piece of element of architectural
sign, comparable to arcade) on Wilhelm/Kochstrasse would have had an
equivalent on Puttkamerstrasse. This becomes much more than an emblem of the
building, as it takes on the qualities of an element of urban planning, setting an
unmistakable accent at an important street corner. 15
On another level, Rossi describes the city as a space for living in which the primary
elements are highly important. This is not so much due to its functions, which change in
the course of time (as one can easily discern in historical buildings) as because of their
sentimental value and their position in the cityscape. For example, medieval cities in Italy
had important market halls. Once again, the creation of the modern building establishes a
link with the ancient cityscape.
"The architecture of the city" by Aldo Rossi, fifteen years later in the seminar in
1981, faced the abnormal urban growth. Many themes discussed in the School have been
enlarged. The rupture could be seen as the population exploded and industrial destroyed
14. Aldo Rossi Architect, (Academy editions by St. Martine's press 1994) 33
15.Aldo Rossi: Architecture 1981-1991,( Princeton Architectural Press, c1991) 257
16. Claudio D' Amato: The publication of The Architecture of the City by Aldo Rossi, The Contribution of Urban
Studies to the Autonomy of architecture (Harvard Architecture Review 1984.) 86
the city scale. Between 1964 and 1965, the Gruppo Architettura was involved in an
intense study of the central theme of the relationships between urban morphology and
building typology.16 The two theoretical positions: Muratori's study ends up at a
deterministic vision in which the city, in the course of its history, develops its own unique
individuality. For Rossi, permanence represents the driving force of the urban dynamic.
The means of Rossi's expression in The Architecture of the City might be worth more
than it was forty-five years earlier while many European cities face its cutoff point: the
break in the periphery of historic core toward a mega city, and the transition blank
between the medieval or late seventeenth-and eighteenth-century fabric.
Many cities now follow a linear singular evolution with the confronting contradiction.
Chapter Two: The Public scale: Shaping the void or filling in
Urban open rooms and interior publlic rooms
Monumentality and Intimay
Arcade's application in terms of Taipei City development's point of view
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Introduction of Taipei City
Taipei's population is 2.6 million. The population density is 1.5 times than that of
San Francisco and 4 times that of Shanghai. The major occupations are service and
commerce. Taipei is the center of Taiwan's culture, economy, politics, and transportation.
Geography
In the western part of the Pacific Ocean, neighboring Mainland China and Japan,
Taiwan is situated in the middle of East Asia. Taiwan, as an island, has experienced
power shift about every fifty years since 1800. This is crucial factor for Taipei
fragmented city form.
Fig 2-1 Time line images composed sources. Peter G. Rowe.( 2008). East Asian urbanization-Taipei. Cambridge: GSD
Map archive from 228 Museum. (2008). Museum digital archive. Taipei Taiwan.
History- Geography, time line, and decisive map
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One thousand years ago, Taipei was a lake that gradually became a basin which is
surrounded by mountains at three sides, encircled by the Tamnshui, Keelong, Shin Dian,
and Dahian Rivers. In the daytime working hours, there are at least 3 million people in the
Taipei metropolitan area.
Fig 2-2 Left: Taiwan Island Is surrounded by China and Japan. Fig 2-3 Middle: Perspective view of Taipei Basin, facing,
west. Fig 2-4 Right: Taipei on thle North part of Island.
The sketch map represents all the settlements along with date from ancient time, to 1600, 1700 Ching (FuKien)
migration and European occupation.
Taipei began to develop on a river bank in 1709. Taipei is a city that relies on its
natural geography such as the Tamshui and Keelong Rivers. The orientation of the blocks
and streets is dominated by the Tamshui River.
The city's history and urban development is influential in identifying public space.
The possible sites are situated in the western part of Taipei, which is ignored in the
current city development efforts. Continuous arcades and a self-explanatory public space
in modern times will function as a remedy for the problems of modern architecture in
Taipei, a city that lacks coherence. Arcades may also be able to remedy the discontinuity
of the urban fabric on the West side in the old part of Taipei that has occurred due to the
rapid urban sprawl, creating legible public spaces and reorganizing the chaotic fabric.
Fig 2-2,2-4 Thomas Leverett, http://tomleveretts.blogspot.com/2007_12_01_archive.html
History- Geography, time line, and decisive map
1945
Fig 2-5 Decisive map.Peter G. Rowe.( 2008). East Asian urbanization-Taipei. Cambridge: GSD
Pawn, Jkrelow,, and famthut
History and city development
Spain and the Netherlands Colonized the Taipei Boundary, 1620, 1654
Spain and the Netherlands occupied Keelong and Tamshui. Their occupation mainly
stretched along the river.
Fig 2-6 The black map shows the geography of Taipei: mountains in dashed lines, rivers, and basin.
Migration from Mainland China during the Ching Dynasty, 1704-1895
Migration flourished in Taipei City from 1683-1800. Migration from Canton and
FuKiang in Mainland China had developed the southern part of Taipei since 1823. In
1884, the Ching Dynasty planned and built the Taipei wall, which was completed in
1884.
The Taipei Fu map, up right: iso- metric of Taipei Basin, facing Tamshui River; right bottom: the
gate of Taipei Fu
Fig 2-42, 2- 43 Peter G. Rowe.( 2008). East Asian urbanization-Taipei. Cambridge: Graduate school of design
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Taipei Fu' blocks stem from 120m x120m Barcelona blocks with the corner cut off Spain
colonized Keelong and Tamshui in northern Taipei in the seventeenth century, which may have led
to a more vernacular intimate block scale derivation in Taipei.
Japanese Taipei 1895-1949
The Ching dynasty ceded Taiwan to Japan in 1895. Japan treated Taipei as an
extension of its mainland, developing a full plan for Taipei. Japan reconstructed the
Taipei Fu which was built by the Ching dynasty, but tore down the wall, leaving only the
gate standing. The railroad was built between 1895 and 1900. Japan focused on a city
grid extension. As it showed on the overall development map Fig 2-5, Taipei's grid was
expanded after Japan colonization.
Modern Taipei 1950 and After
Chiang Kae-Shek, the ruler of Taiwan from 1950 to 1970, had retreated from
Mainland China in 1949. He brought a population of 600,000 who desperately needed
appropriate accommodations in Taiwan, mainly in Taipei. Chiang Kae-Shek always
wished to fight back and return to Mainland China's territory. Thus, he treated Taipei and
Taiwan as a temporary shelter. He never thought that Taiwan would be his permanent
home. However, his rule spanned a recent twenty-year period that was the most
influential time in deciding how Taipei looks like today. As can be seen on the map in Fig
2-8, the ideal sites of the design project are in Datong District. The development of
Zhongsheng and Daan districts occurred between the Japanese and modem expansion.
The valley and streets inside look like a labyrinth in the neighborhood. These two
districts are now the essential part of Taipei. They also serve as the transition from the
west to the tremendous eastern metropolitan expansion.
Fig 2-8 Right: Allan b. Jacobs, Great Street (The MIT Press: 1993)
Fig 2-9 Taipei district map
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This map represents The Taipei city inside
Taipei County
Fig 2-10 The election campaign night. The possible public program.
Fig 2-9 Peter G. Rowe.( 2008). East Asian urbanization-Taipei. Cambridge: Graduate school of design
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Conclusion of design strategy. derived from the governor,
city form, real estate value, and population growth
Fig 2-11 The night view of Taipei Basin nowadays. Fig 2-48 Home ownership rate and
percentage of housing mortgage
Taipei Peroentage of HOUS ing Mortgage Pavment t
Disposable in~come
Housing prices have increased from 300,000 NTD/ ping=3.3 square meters to 700,000
NTD/ping; some of the price is even 3,000,000 NTD.
3,000,000 NTD is roughly equal to 3,030 USD per square meters while the higher one,
700,000 is equal to about 7,777 USD per square meters.
Since the land value and gross area value have increased a lot, it is not reasonable to
keep the old house structures because reconstruction or remodeling costs only a little
compared to the land value of the property. In site two(Da Dau Chong District), this
remodel issue is even more severe. Thirty percent of the housing is being reconstructed.
Fig 2-11 http://www.flickr.com/photos/nbnplayhard/3594614101/
Fig 2-12 Peter G. Rowe.( 2008). East Asian urbanization-Taipei. Cambridge: Graduate school of design
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As can be seen on the map above, there is a rupture and discontinuity between the
Ching dynasty streets (1704-1895) and the Japanese colonization city wall (1895-1949) at
numbers 2 and 3 where site one is. A further break from the Japanese to the modern
Taipei expansion and beyond (1950-70) is apparent at number 6. This can be observed at
number 2 and 3 in the fabric study map.
Conclusion
The orientation of the blocks and streets in Taipei is dominated by the Tamshui
River such that Taipei's streets and blocks are parallel or perpendicular to it. DiHwa
Street is the main street in the Da Dau Chong (site two) neighborhood. DiHwa Street,
parallel to Tamshui River, flourished due to the grocery business beginning in 1800.
However, after the population growth of modern Taipei, this physical parallel connection
disappeared. The Taipei city government rewards the gross interior square feet if an
owner combines several small parcels into a big one. Thus the old district's renewal and
construction, in WenHwa and Da Dau Chong (where site two is) is happening now and
will continue in the future due to the fact that parcels in the old district are often very
small.
Conclusion of design strategy. derived from the governor,
city form, real estate value, and population growth
Neighborhood and fabric map of Taipei City
THE TAIPEI PROJECT
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Those 5 areas represent prevous 5
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1 Da Toun Distct.
2 3 Wan Hwua District, Hwa Geang
Bridge area
4.5 Ku Ting District,
6 Da An District and Chun Zhang Distnct
7 Sung Shan District, the predecessor of
neighboring Shin Yi Distnc in 1990
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Fig 2.13 Building type. The traditional house in Da Dau Chong (site2) along street. The first floor is store and
second store as residential.
However, in the site two area, the government still regulates building to preserve its
architectural vernacular style, mandating, for example, how to introduce a new fagade
into an empty slot, as maintaining the street retailing is the primary problem.
The population explosion and rapid urbanization happened during the 1 950s and
beyond. See Table 1. Taipei's population has grown almost two to three times the size of
the original population on the east Taipei. The west river bank has not changed much.
Chiang Kae-Shek was attentive in managing politics and economics but did not have a
long-term plan for Taipei. During the Ching dynasty and the Japanese colonization, the
urban settlements were not yet dense. There is a break and an imbalance outside of Taipei
Fu due to the work of the Japanese ruling authority, it appeared as well as the explosively
rapid urban planning after 1950.
Taipei Population
1955 1965 1975 % Change
Western TRad. Dists. 239,592 271,014, 223,690 -6.5
Eastern Sub. Dists. 464,532 864,459 1,262,227 +171.4
Other Dist. 148,546 265,035 557,291 +276.4
Total 852,670 1,400,536 2,034,318 +138.7
Table I
The red line traces two old streets which
are parallel to Tamshul river Temples,
community gardens, and schools, those
having historic significance, exist along
this two diagonal spines. They are oppo-
site to the grid expansion.
Left: The drawing of Tamshui River, site one and site two relations.
Right: The red line is a series of open space, usually is park link site two as part of the sequence
1.
Di Wha Street in Da Tau Chen (Yan
Ping District) has one hundred and
fifty years history. The block pattern is
dominated by Tamshui Rivers. The
streets and block are either perpen-
dicular or parallel to the river.
I ne narrow tacade as store tront on Me street.
THE TAIPEI PR~OJECTHw a zzty tappeam anad dimrirn40m; Of hoogy
Above: The explanation of Di Whua Street. DiWhua Street is adjacent to site two
which is the biggest open space in this neighboring.
The proposed continuous arcade and the fagade of the Town Hall can direct not
only the street shape but also the thirty percent of houses that are currently being
renovated.
Design stratedy and program in the sites
Introductory idea of this chapter
Part of the thesis argument is how the
arcade can answer the issue of scale.
Both the issues of scale and the urban
problem will be approached through
the narrative and design of the site in
Taipei.
SOLID
ARCADE
VOID I- -
Design strategy diagram, drawn by author.
URBAN ARCADE
Public Scale
... ...r
Site 1
Site 2
.'9'
Squares in comparison in the same scale
In San Marco for example, if we take out this inserting
arcade, then the surrounding fabric is less organized and the
public space is less legible.
How can an architect in the process of city building solve
this dilemma?
Square in Taipei in the same scale as example beneath
Inserting arcade construction
Road
Existing building
Piazza Erbe, Verona 1310 Pienza, Siena1 to 2500 San Marco 1177 Fermo, Piazza del Popolo 1290
N A
I ___
iLc~
1546 Michalenglo
Piazza Compidoglio Piazza Maggiore, 1565/dei Banchi1458 Piazza Ducale in Vigevano 1492
Two sites and their design strategies
The arcade can be seen as being in
between solid and void. I will investi-
gate the public scale of the arcade. An
open site, which arcades try to shape,
can easily become a grand civic scale.
Conversely, an infill site is tied to a
small scale. This logic also involves the
themes of the two scales, i.e.,
permanent/monumental versus
intimate/flexible and transient. The two
sites approach public scale on two
levels: one monumentally shapes the
negative open space and the second, a
town hall, fills in the open space very
well. The idea of an interior arcade
extends the transparent fagade of the
town hall and intimately interacts with
the street and fagade of the neighbor-
hood.
Public program in Taipei
The arcade once had a religious
purpose. Going to church was a public
activity during medieval times in
Europe. Many arcades were driven by
economic forces, e.g., the surrounding
square market in the thirteenth century
in Milan (Galeria) and the Burlington
Arcade in the late nineteenth century.
However, the public program in Taipei
is different. One of the current issues in
Taipei involves the elections.
Every two years, we vote for legisla-
tors. Every four years, we vote in the
presidential election. Electioneering in
Taiwan is a popular public affair. Citi-
zens march in the streets for their candi-
dates in the form of marathons or walks
for candidates. The sports or concert
centers are often involved in these public
events. Thus, the campaign space and
civic service center would be part of the
program involved both in normal and in
election times.
Site 1
r - -
SOLID
ARCADE
VOID -M-.
Site 2
I
I
URBAN ARCADE
Scale of Public
Permanent/Monumental
Zhong Shan Hall
OPEN SPACE
Intimate/ Flexable/Transient
Da Dau Chong
TOWN HALL, SOUQ
Urban open rooms vs interior public rooms/
Monumentality vs Intimacy
Mediate two fabrics in Taipei
The arcade's function should be universal. I studied arcades in Itlay and took Taipei as
my experiment.The arcades tend to encircle the open space at the bottom drawing of the
church in the front plaza (the church is called Zhong Shan Hall). As shown on the map, the
arcade divides two axes: one is from the west side (originally from the Tam-Shui River)
which is also the axis of the west side of Zhong Shan Hall. Zhong Shan Hall itself follows
this axis. The other is the Japanese colonization axis. This starts from the east side of the
Hall. Japanese colonization follows the Uang Mountain on the north. The arcade would
mediate this axis conflict.
The program and function in my desigh
proposal includes the exhibition gallery space,
auxiliary theater, the library, and the voter (or
citizen) service center. The function serves for
both public and local neighborhood affairs. On
the intimate scale site, the interior campaigning
space mimics the interior loggia of Padua. The
outdoor banquet piazza, where Taiwanese like to
"Ban-Dou," is one of the primary functions.
("Ban-Dou" means to invite all your friends and
relatives to have a great meal. It is often outdoors
and very flexible. The event and the arrangement
of space finish right after the night is over.) One
of the main ideas is that, by infilling the site, the
arcade for the stands and markets can extend the
influence to the fagade of the surrounding empty
slot, which is around 30% of this neighborhood Da Dau Chong Design strategy
currently under reconstruction. The many houses
tend to recreate the old arcade and street front in
this preservation area funded and controlled by
the government.
I introduce the public program in Taipei as a
campaign feature based on two reasons. First,
Taiwanese citizens generate and shape their ideas
during election time. They can deliver their
opinions and people will listen. The second is
that the campaign and convincing voters are
linked to the leisure time of the people of Taipei.
The events happen on the weekends and include
such things as "Walk and Run for Your Candi-
date," "Ban-Dou," or two-hour campaign night
(which is like a concert, where the entertainment
artists are invited by the political party).
Chapter Two: PublicScale urbanARCade Shaping void and Infil
1 2 3 4
Figure explanation- Da Dau Chong Design strategy
Design in Da Dau Chong is making positive space. Infill the site, The idea of indoor campaign space while
election time. Using interior arcade, souq, the arcade would become a market and town hall in the usual time.
The portico extends outside as an inhabitable space for stand, and different usages of empty space, three
zone appointed to intruding access and three facing public.
Arrows point out two site locations
12 3
Urban open rooms vs interior public rooms/
Monumentality vs intimacy
Zhong Shan Hall site condition and historical background
Taiwan was upgraded to a province in 1887, during the Ching Dynasty. The admin-
istration building existed on the site from 1887 until 1895. In 1895, the Japanese
attacked and colonized Taiwan. This hall was used as the administrative site for the
Japanese government. After that, it was used as a school for the deaf and dumb.On
November 23, 1932, the Japanese tore down the administration hall of the Ching
Dynasty, which had been rebuilt as the Taipei Public Courtroom by Japan. The Taipei
Public Courtroom was finished in 1936. The total area is 4082 square meters. The
building itself is concrete and reinforced. The structure has endured earthquakes, fires,
and typhoons for 60 years and is still intact, standing in the center of Taipei. Zhong
Shan Hall was the place where Japan signed the treaty of surrender in 1945, giving
Taiwan back to China and ending Japanese colonization.
Fig Ch2-14,15,16, and 17. Interior and exterior of Zhong Shan Hall
Building style and history
Now the Hall serves as an auditorium and banquet place for people renting it
and enjoying musical or other activities. The use of the piazza in front of the Hall
has been a bit fragmented due to various functions by the police, banks, and
headquarters at the back of Chun Hwa Road. The Taiwan Fire Company and the
Taiwan Fertilizer Company are among the companies issuing stock. The Taiwan
Cooperative Bank has more than 80 years of history. The building's architecture is
reminiscent of the Italian Renaissance, but also imitates the American commercial
building designs of Chicago. The Taiwan Fertilizer Company building imitates the
Le Corbusier modern style. These diverse programs and architectural styles will
be unified by arcades.
Fig 18,19, and 20, Taiwan Cooperative Bank is a historic building on the site. picture took by author
In addition. the arcades could help concentrate the square instead of leaving the
fragmented arid residual space seen currently. One of the problems w\ith the
square is that it is so big (11 2 meters w,\ide): people walking through often lose
orientation. In addition, the theme of the space is not clear. even though it may
involve dilferent zones. It is a pit\ for this meaningful and historical space to lack
cohesion.
cn ~
Current square plan
*1
Cooperative Bank
Restarulant
Teashop
Loc al News Paper Co
Trade Co
23 floor Residential
Fig 2-22 surrounding building
Fiq 21 square plan
source frorm Zhong
Shan lall Official site
iser Co. Mega Bank Li Bah Group
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Urban open rooms vs interior public rooms/
Monumentality vs Intimacy
Zhong Shan Hall site condition and historical background
Two Axes and two fabrics
Fig 2-23, 24Taipei Fu figur ground. by author
Zhong Shan Hall was the administrative site for the province's ruler in the late
19th century (1887) when Taiwan was first activated as a province of China. Prior
to that, Taiwan had been considered as beyond the boundary. Zhong Shan Hall
was situated inside the North Gate, which had been built by the Ching govern-
ment. Later on, the construction inside the Gate was further developed by Japan.
Most of the fabric inside the gate was consolidated by Japan. Japan built the
sewage system, school, and many other infrastructures.
Most building insdie the gate follows Japan colonization axis. Zhong Shan Hall
has the Tam-Shui River axis from Ching dynasty, though the hall is inside the
gate.
Fig 2-26, 27,28 Zhong Shan Hall surrounding fabric. by author
Japan occupied Zhong Shan Hall as the highest administration in
Taiwan while it was a Japanese colony, 1895 to 1932. In 1932,
Japan tore down Zhong Shan Hall and built the Taipei Public Hall,
which is now the Zhong Shan Hall. When Japan surrendered in
World War 1I and returned Taiwan to China, the Taipei Public Hall
(Zhong Shan Hall) was the place where Chian Kai Shek's party
celebrated but Japan signed the surrender treaty sadly.
The orange fabric (Japanese fabric inside Taipei Fu) is almost
like the Barcelona block. It is square and cut off at the corner.
Fig -2-29 Main axi in Front of the Piazza Inside the Taipei Fu there is also an incipient arcade running
through every building, but it is individually owned and might have
slightly different levels. The Taipei city government enforces a
smooth-ground policy, which successfully levels the ground to
become a continuous arcade.
The main design issue in this site is how to use the arcade to
mediate the two contextual patterns and two axes. The arcade did
B Fig.2-30 The building behind the Hall not exist before in this culture in terms of shaping a square (we
have an incipient arcade along every street due to the rain, but not
usually in a square), but I believe the arcade will be an efficient
solution for these axes and fabric rupture problems in Zhong Shan
Square. It may also possibly influence the street arcade, especiallyite.r
Mixed use
A Fig 2-33 North side looking toward the Hall
Identify two fabric
Ching Fabric in green Japan fabric in orange
E. Fig 2-32
Parking lot entrance, south of the Hall
Fig 2-34 site analysis
Urban open rooms vs interior public rooms/
Monumentality vs Intimacy
Da Dau Chong Park site condition and historical background
Building types and the arcades in Da Dao Chong Park
The map on the right (Figure ground) shows the building in the block adjacent to
the site on DiHwa Street, one of the oldest streets in Taipei. It was developed
during the Ching Dynasty migration 150 years ago. Many stores sell traditional
foods and herbal medicines like ginseng on this famous street. This street is in a
district (also called DaDauChong) that was rented to Western companies for tea
trading in 1889. At that time, which was the last 30 years of the Ching ruling
period, tea made up 53% of goods exported from Taiwan. And 90% of the tea
leaves were refined in DaDauChong, and then exported from Tamshui Harbor.
Above images: Arcade and its street front view in Da Dau Chong
Building type 3a Building type 1 2
If we receive treasures from our ancestors, then we will do nothing. The rich cultural heritage
will only be a barrier. Currently, 90% of fabric wholesalers in Taiwan are located here. More
than 100 herbal medicine dealers are located here. The debut of Tamshui Harbor in 1860 caused
the DaDauChong District to flourish. This park, also called Da DauChong Park, is reminiscent
of a glorious era that is no more. World War II and the returning of Taiwan to the control of the
Republic of China diminished tea trading. From the study of arcades I realize that the attitude of
reviving a culturally significant locus is to dialogue to the site directly. The truth takes courage
to reveal, just like the soul of a place is a piece of art, lasting over time without fading.
As the graphics above show, there are three building types in
this DaDauChong District. The yellow one (1) is the ordinary,
modem 5-story apartment built after 1950 in Taiwan, satisfying
most of the population growth. The blue type(2) represents a
bigger chunk of residential housing. The residents of the apart-
ment share one or two elevator core, mostly built after 1980, and
usually has 9 to 13 floors. In this district, there is a hybrid red
type (3a) built due to the awareness of old buildings here. It is
the fusion of yellow and the traditional house on the left page. Is
it possible for a new order superimposed on the old to inject new
blood like Palladio introducing Palladiana Basilica to Vicenza?
Rather than interpreting the grain, is it workable to dominate the Building Figure ground adjacent to
grain for the above question mark? Da Dau Chong park
Some traditional industry along the street
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Chapter Three: Relevance examples
The Unified front
The Variety arcade
The Interior arcade
The Piazza Ducale in Vigevano
The piazza San Marco
The arcades in the Santa Maria dei Servi in Bologna
The arcades in Monflanquin in France
Saint Andrea in Mantua
Wekalet EI-Ghouri in Cairo
Summary of Interior Arcade
Vicenza Basiilica's Palladiana'urban view
Chapter Three: Relevance examples
Overview
I organize the historical analysis around issues that I have developed in my own
design. The following studies include five examples that relate to Zhong Shan Hall and
two examples that relate to Da Dau Chong Park. Each of the examples only resembles
the design in one or two aspects. For Zhong Shan Hall, the Piazza San Marco and
Piazza Ducale provide plan layout stimulation. The arcade in Santa Maria Dei Servi in
Bologna, Monflanquin in France, and Saint Andrea in Mantua are three examples of
variety arcades. For Da Dau Chong Park, I investigate the Town Hall in Vicenza and the
Wekalet El-Ghouri in Cairo.
These seven examples were drawn from ideas collected from: plan layout, pavement
emphasis, and arcade envelope.
IN PLAN LAYOUT / the Intensity spectrum
In every square, there is a spectrum of intensity that identifies the core and arranges
the whole space like a musical composition performed by an orchestra. For example, in
Piazza Santissima Annunziata, graceful arcades wrap the core piazza with columns of
very tall slender dimensions. The central statue orients the axis. The site in Taipei is
different. It is angled off the axis. As a result, visitors walk toward the front at an angle.
In my design process, I realized that in many piazzas, the clock tower establishes
the left and right wing balance. The towers in the city center of Bologna and the Piazza
Lucca are both town landmarks. The height of a tower in the piazza complements the
horizontality of arcades. Human sensation in arcade is close in micro scale. The physical
journey from the ground to the top floor is a condensed experience, a controlled
mechanism to view the city. The visitor has no choice but to continue climbing the
staircase in order to see the city. One of the most distinct aspects of this feature is that
local citizens can enjoy the public observation platform. In this way, the tower
emphasizes the arcade. Especially while the site remains too fragmented to be
harmonized by arcade and pavement, the tower becomes the organizing feature.
In these examples, the front of the arcades easily cover the whole back fagade
because such structures were built at a height of no more than two or three floors,
including the Piazza San Marco and the Piazza Ducale in Vigevano. The arcades can
effortlessly conceal the structures. The tower complements the low arcade by adding
verticality and the view. However, modem architecture can easily reach the height of the
tower. How do we articulate the landmark of a city and balance an instable piazza
nowadays? The front view of a series of arcades is more difficult to design because the
elevation of the modem buildings behind is inevitably exposed.
Pavement and emphasis (stress mark) in square
The pavement delineates the tension within the space of the square. The pavement in
San Marco is parallel on two axes, which are pinched by the tower. These two axes are
further centralized by parallel pavements which taken together comprise two blocks. Not
rectangular or tangent in a perfect angle, these blocks are clarified by the arcades, and so
to the pavement. The slope and drainage system of Piazza San Marco is designed along
with the two axes and the pavement.
ARCADE Envelope / Arcade FA ADE depth
The arcade envelope wraps around the buildings.
Renaissance paintings construct the perspective frame and the focal vanishing point.
Arcades, especially in Renaissance architectures and squares, embody this quality.
Furthermore, in terms of this focal method, the Renaissance Square distinguishes itself
from Medieval squares by their structure and planning. Renaissance paintings tend to
develop depth instead of flatness. The Renaissance arcades shape the squares
structurally. Throughout history, the fagade, as a crucial discourse for architecture, a
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pictorial space from the ancient to modern civilizations humans, has shifted its
emphasis from frontality and centrality to oblique, the sculptural view. Some of the
Medieval or Renaissance arcades, such as Santa Maria dei Servi in Bologna, boldly
practiced free-standing positioning seven hundred years ago.
The following seven examples were drawn from ideas selected according to this
logic: plan layout, pavement emphasis, and arcade as envelope. The following examples
will be discussed in terms of three elements: section, plan, and view. I analyze the section
of these examples in order to see the relationship between the piazza and the structure
which the arcade conceals. I study the plan in order to see how individual arrangements
shape public space. I investigate the front view in order to see how arcades fit into their
backgrounds, whether the buildings in the back are apparent or not.
First example for Zhong Shan Hall
The Unified front
The Piazza Ducale in Vigevano
.............:
Fig 3-1 The pillars and arches Fig 3-2 The Piazza Ducale and surrounding condition
Piazza Ducale, Vigevano 1492 134 m x 48 m 33 bays x12 bays
The piazza in Vigevano is the first Renaissance example of a square surrounded by
uniform arcades built in a single stroke. The piazza is penetrated by four streets triumphal
arch. Two colonnades bridge the streets. Each colonnade's span today is reported as being
The arcade condtion relevent to the sqaures camparism of three squares
C~j 0"fe
piazza della santissima annunziata
The Individual arcade section of Pi '
Piazza Ducale in Vigevano S. Maria del Servi, Bologna
barely seen from the Piazza Ducale
Fig 3-6 Plan of Piazza Ducale
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wider than originally reported, perhaps due to expansion of the above apartment and
vehicle path in a 1900 restoration. The other two streets in the front face the Cathedral of
Saint Ambrogio. The piazza is an imitation of the ideal forum; similar features are found
in Vitruvius de Architecture. Images of antiquity, political statements, and practical
functions have been fused in this new architectural conception of a forum (The painted
triumphal arch became an integral representation of these functions).
Arcades can produce a unified front for the entire urban fabric behind. This front
can be founded in the Piazza Ducale. In Vigevano, the Piazza Ducale is penetrated by
four streets, while facing a single street in front of the church. The bordering arcades
include twelve bays on the short side and thirty-three on each long side. Basically, the
four corners in the piazza provide the major entryways. Unifying arcades merge these
four primary circulations and refocus the circulation along an axis facing the church. The
pavement encircles the other two entries on the long side and brings the flow of
pedestrians to the center, approaching the axis. In Piazza Ducale, the arcade creates a new
facade for each store front. However, each individual store still maintains its own
shopping window or extended sign underneath the arcade. Thus, the continuous arcade
creates a comfortable shopping zone which links every store to a larger whole. The
arcades also surround the center piazza, where people can meet or simply walk through to
another urban block. This blank or void allows people exposure to the sun, becoming a
wonderful rest area within the complex city rhythms. The centrality of the square would
not be as strong without the unified front.
Fig 3-7 Photo montage of main feature in Piazza Ducale
Consequently, all of the triumphal archs and entablature decoration above the bays
not only simplify the street front but also represent the building behind the arcade in
Vigevano. The repetitional arcades in the Taipei project encloses the center square like
the one in Vigevano. The pursuit of a forum protects spectators from the rain; the
functional, political, practical, and aesthetic goals are revived in the historical site of
Taipei through a similar strategy. Three-dimensionally, the arcade in Taipei creates
monumentality with an arcade taller than the one in Vigevano. Nonetheless, both designs
aim to shape the perfect center square out of a fragmented city's residual space.
When you walk down the arcade in Piazza Ducale in Vigevano, you can see the
exquisite stores on one side and a freely open piazza on the other. When the arcade meets
the street, it is permeable either by car or scooter without any barrier. Traffic signs exist
in some intersections. The old and new coexist in the Piazza Ducale. This tolerant
acceptance makes Ducale successful in addition to the detail of architrave, the mosaic,
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The layout and axis study for Piazza San Marco and Piazza Ducale
The Piazza San Marco in Venice Piaza Ducale in Vigevano
o
Fig 3-8 pavement axis
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Fig 3-9 Arcade width under Procuratie, San Marco
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and the proportion of the portico, which make piazza Ducale an elegant art piece. This
architectural element thus becomes an urban element as well.
The square space in Piazza Ducale is not designed solely in the same tone. From
the understanding of the pavement, Piazza Ducale creates at least four focal points
situated by lights and statues at the end of the short side. These four light stands draw
attention, giving each entry zone in the piazza its own focus. The star-shaped pavement
indicates this intention, as the very center is merged by two axes and emphasized by the
big nuclear and oval-shaped pavement.
San Marco
The Piazza San Marco arcade in Venice creates a unified front for two
non-perpendicular blocks. These two blocks are tied closely together by the biggest open
square in town, Piazza San Marco. Unlike Piazza Ducale, the arcades here have a variety
of buildings in each wing: the San Marco library, Procuratie Vecchie, and Procuratie
Nuove. In addition, the architrave span is grander than that of the Piazza Ducale.
The pavement underneath the arcade echoes the fact that there is a relationship
between the surrounding fabric, and the width and bay interval of the arcade. The pattern
repeated around Piazza San Marco is derived from the surrounding urban block. Piazza
San Marco is the biggest open space in Venice. The arcades of the five sides along the
two wings have changed very little since the 19 th century. These repeated bays can offer a
clue about how the town of Venice looked in the 19th century. The arcades not only form
the neighborhood's narrative but also the result of Venice's entire city space. The San
Marco piazza design takes the empty and creates an innovation, a miniature for the town
of Venice.
The Variety arcade
The Santa Maria dei Servi in Bologna has a permeable arcade surrounding a small
piazza in front of the Basilica di Santa Maria. The fagade decoration of Santa Maria has
never been finished, but the portico in front of the Church is unique. The arcade perfectly
surrounds the square piazza: two sides are open to the streets. One side extends entirely
along the building. The piazza is small and thus the proportion of the arcade compared to
the piazza makes the portico appear wide. The support structure stands lightly on the
ground as there is almost no elevation difference between the arcade and piazza. This
lack of ground difference makes the entire space more permeable. Additionally, the circle
in both the bay spandrel and cornice decoration echoes the circle window of the cathedral.
Relationship between portico, road, and adjacent building. Fig 3-11 Front view of the arcade and Cathedral Santa Maria
Bologna, S. Maria dei Servi Fig 3-12
Fig 3-13 View from the street
Fig 3-14 Bologna dei Servi The isolated relationship
with surrounded buildings.
Left Top: Plan.
Cathedra Santa Maria on the east.
Streets pass by on two sides.
Left middle: The bird eye view from East
toward West
Left bottom:
The bird eye view from south toward north.
Historic analysis versus design
Alternative urban mechanism
The arcade of the Santa Maria dei Servi in Bologna dates to 1346. This and the following
two models, the arcades in Monflanquin in France 1252 and the one built in Mantua S.
Andrea in Italy 1462, are examples of arcades with variety.
The arcade in Monflanquin - corner
Individual relationship of arcade in Monflanquin Fig 3-15 The arcade detail Fig 3-16 Square and arcade
The arcade in Monflanquin in France is a good example of an arcade with variety.
Every single arcade is different, built by each of the abuilding home owners.
Monflanquin was founded in 1252, and has maintained its medieval character since then.
Monflanquin is a small, rectangular town, developed from square proportions.
Radiating from the center of the square, which defines a module, a network of small
streets all have arcades in front. (see figure 3-16) Consequently, the arcade is composed
by this logic, having equal dimensions in width and length. Pedestrians are able to pass
on both sides, creating a free-standing arcade. This type of fagade has provided a model
for designing the corner of the Zhong Shan Hall Square arcade. For those arcades at the
beginning or the end of whole series array, the arcade might intersect with a street. The
square dimension is good for anchoring traffic from both directions. Furthermore, due to
private ownership, the Monflanquin-type arcade has its own style and construction,
connecting in any side of the arcade. This free arrangement, a contiguous unit, shapes the
whole town.
Camparison of arcades in the Piazza San Marco, Piazza Ducale, Santa Maria dei Servi in
a,~an Monflanquin in France.
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Fig 3-18 The arcades in Monflanquin in France has individ-
ual singularity and continuity.
Fig 3-17 Town plan of Monflanquin
Fig 3-19 Each unit has its own brick configu-
ration. Each is different.
Mantua S. Andrea
Mantua S. Andrea is an example of an infill arcade where shops are located inside the
first floor loggia. (see figure 3-20)
Fig 3-20 The arcades adjacent to S. Andrea
Due to the significance of S. Andrea, the arcade is attached only to the side of the
primary cathedral, so that the arcade doesn't block the view. These three types of variety
loggias shape the square or enclose public space, but do not conceal the built form behind.
The public arcade models in Santa Maria dei Servi in Bologna, Monflanquin, and Mantua
S. Andrea stand out, giving examples of non-comforming arcades.
While Medieval elevation was centralized and symmetric, modem facades extend
the literal depths or stand freely as objects. Mondrian's paintings (1910) influenced
diagonal architectural trusses, frames, and cubes, showing an anti-fagade idea, while the
Bauhaus school embraced asymmetry. Renaissance and Medieval-variety arcades have a
transparent or ambiguous quality that disregards the conventional norm, honestly
expressing the characteristic of the site.
Current architecture, which refers to modem cubism and beyond, produces a flow
and flatness for its elevation. For example, architect Herzog de Meuron questions the
The plan and birds eye view
of square and arcade in
Mantua S. Andrea.
The left bottom drawing is
the arcade segment in axon.
Mantua S. Andrea Fig 3-21
Ferrar
Fig 3-22
Extract the arcade seg-
ment of S. Andrea in
Mantua
fagade screen through materiality. Those shifts have changed arcade material and
structure in modem time fundamentally.
The Interior arcade
Da Dao Chong Park / Town Hall loggia/ Interior arcade
Wekalet El-Ghouri in Cairo
Arcades promote commercial thriving
When the surrounding commercial district is rich, an arcade enhances a successful
public space. Thus, in modem times, economic constraints are important conditions that
can determine whether the arcade with shops will succeed or not.
In Piazza Ducale and Dei Banchi in Bologna, commercial shopping districts extend
along the streets. The primary retail stores flourish along Via dei servi in Piazza Della S.S.
Annunziata.
Similar examples can be found in the Bazaar and Souq in the Middle East. The
famous Wekalet El-Ghouri in Cairo, Egypt was built in 1504 A.D. by Sultan Qunsuwah
Al Ghouri. The arcade was built as a trading and commercial interface.
Fig 3-23, Fig 3- 24 Wekalet El-Ghouri. Performance and castle like exterior.
Wekalet El-Ghouri was designed as an inn to accommodate traders coming from all
parts of the globe as well as a marketplace for merchants.
Fig 3-25 Wekalet El-Ghouri in Cairo Fig 3-26 Center communal atrium
Summary of Interior Arcade
This interior arcade has the same characteristics as the town hall in Vicenza or
Padua. The quality of space in the infill block inspires me. These examples turn the
public space outside in. The interior arcades enclose interior public rooms. Tied to the
market and commercial district of the local neighborhood, these examples show that it is
possible to extend the influence of the fagades and continuous street arcade in Da Dau
Chong in Taipei. In terms of culture difference, interior arcades appear in many
commercial places in the world, such as the Burlington Arcade in London, but reveal
cultural differences. Wekalet shares an extraordinary trait with the Burlington Arcade.
Both arcades pass through a series of shops aggregations or connect in one block. The
arcades thus connect the market sequence inside, similar to the ones in Padua or the town
hall of Vicenza.
Burlington Arcade in London, Wekalet in Cairo, the town hall of Vicenza: their
arcades and accompanying public space, whether long or narrow, are all categorized as
positive space which internalize public space. These public spaces are turned into
something akin to a container.
These interior arcades also demonstrate cultural differences. The Souq in Dubai,
Bazaar in India, Wekalet in Cairo, and the Burlington Arcade appear to be derived from
Historic analysis versus design
Alternative urban mechanism
local conservative customs and culture. Therefore, a fortress-style trading form suited
their needs.
Fig 3-27 Town Hall of Padua, Aldo Rossi. The Architecture of the City
This style might also have been chosen due to severely windy, sandy, or rainy weather.
The interior arcades provide a comfortable trading environment regardless of weather
conditions.
Interior arcade / Vicenza Basilica's Palladiana urban view
One of the characteristics of an arcade is that no matter how diverse the background,
it will consolidate and unify the sence as a whole. Due to the need for creating unity,
most arcades are identical in vaults and bays. Analogous elements are repeated.
Nevertheless, in my design in Zhong Shan Hall, I create a semi-concentric circle,
equalize the imbalanced space on the site, and weave two axes. My arcade presents
variety, with origins traceable back to the Basilica Palladiana in Vicenza in order to
"incorporate the old bays, which were unequal in width, into a system of seemingly equal
arcades."' Palladio thus created a whole new system, a system that segregates pier, pillar,
and decoration detail.
The loggia and portico are the most unique characteristics in Basilica Palladiana.
They make the structure different from usual Gothic architecture. The building was
constructed for the government, and it also accommodated shops on the ground floor.
Palladio designed a two-story high loggia envelope to wrap up the original architecture.
The Basilica Palladiana is enclosed within a grand double order of loggias. The enormous
interior space is covered by a single roof, a keel-shaped structure. The famous curving
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roof of Palladio's Basilica in Vicenza draws attention not only in the interior space but
also makes the hall from a distance. The building stands out from the urban space,
especially from the hill view from Monte Berico.
The building sits on the remains of an earlier public palace. The basilica was
reminiscent of the Paduan Palazzo della Ragione. It has no arcade on the east side, but it
has an arcade of nine bays facing the north side of Piazza dei Signori, eight on the
south-facing Piazza delle Erbe, and five on the west. Palladio applied this arcade
configuration to his works over fifty years later.
In the context of old sites and building structures, the Basilica Palladiana does not
integrate with old grain, but creates an autonomous order to influence later-built forms.
When attempting a preservation project, it can be difficult to choose between following
the grain or innovating in a more modern fashion. Palladio got rid of the idea of a
harmonic cloister portico piazza. His positive colossal loggia provoked a strong urban
order. Palladio reveled in the strong functional beauty of the portico, but none of the
porticos relate to form a piazza; they stand out themselves.
Lotz points out the importance of "the observation of the rules of the ancients--that
is, the regularity and beauty of the monument itself."" This logic also shows in Palladio's
attitude to the proposed design for the fagade of San Petronio at Bologna. Palladio's
attitude to the basilica is very different from the church fagade already partly built outside
Piazza Maggiore. He imposed a basilica and portico order on the site rather than choosing
to be part of a whole harmonic condition.
Chapter Four: Design proposal
Massing StudyZhong Shan Hall
Scheme One
I developed three massing schemes for site
one(Zhong Shan hall), as can be seen on the
model pictures. There are seperated design goal
for each scheme: The first scheme is to make the
in-between portico serve as a shelter for visitors
awaiting the performances in Zhong Shan Hall. I
try to fill up the south fragmental volume,
dissolving with the surrounding site.
Second scheme is a continuous front surround-
ing the edge of the square,(see pictures on the
right page) filling the uneven spaces in the jagged
teeth of store fronts and street. The roads would
pass underneath the design porticos.
The third proposal sets the portico in the middle.
(see picture scheme three.) The porticos might
knit the big road adjacent to the square and
further join the Chong-Whua Road, the biggest
boulevard behind Zhong Shan Hall. I eventually
chose the first scheme. This radial logic designs
the square using two semicircular porticos in
order to adjust the unbalanced site.
Further description of scheme one
The volume of the study model on the north,
the civic voter service center, gradually slopes
down. The continuous portico will not be a
barrier. It serves as a buffer for those entering the
piazza from the front axis entrance. The sloping
down gallery would be absorbed into the land-
scape and the sunken theatre will be considered to
be a local community place.
Urban open rooms_ Zhong Shan Hall design proposal
Scheme Three
Scheme two is very timid, accom-
plishing less. Scheme three might be a
strong proposal in terms of its bold
action. However, the attitude toward the
north side space is very vague.
Design Proposal
Massing Study - Da Dau Chong Park Scheme one
Scheme one is choosen to be
further developed
Interior public rooms_ Da Dau Chong design proposal
Scheme two Scheme three
Zhong Shan Hall Square
Da Dau Chong Park
OqqWpr'
Zhong Shan Hall Square
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SECTION CUT THROUGH SLOPE, THEATRE, AND BRIDGE
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BUILDING PLAN 1 TO 1500
Monumentality via Intimacy
EAST SIDE SQUARE ARCADE
TOWN HALL TRADISIONAL HAND CRAFT SNAK GATE ACTIVE SHOP
WEST SIDE SQUARE ARCADE
TERRACE PASSIVE STORE BANQUET FLOWER SHOP BOOK STORE
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GATE TOWN HALL
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RECON-
STRUC-
TION
EMPTY
SLOT
nORTH SIDE OF TRADITIONAL FACADE
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Long section , see the interior arcade
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Short side Town Hall Section
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Monumentality via Intimacy
'r 4ThEW OF TOWN HALL
West facing East
THE FRONT VIEW OF ANNEX OFFIC
SACLE 1 TO 800
The transparent facade of town hall
allows citizen see through town hall
interior arcade. This arcade then ex-
tends to the Piazza in this infill site.
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Standing inside the town hall 2nd floor.
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Walking flow Diagram
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WORKING PROCESS ARCADE MODULE STUDY
- 2.5x7x5M - 2.5x7x1OM - 2.5 x 4 (height of the pillar) x width
Width from 5m to 10 m would gradually subject to change
Eventually choose not using the arches, but here records the working process.
The arch touches the
column at the height of
5.4m. Three of the bays
become a pair for 40cm
support. The in between
display panel in the
module of 115cm.Two
glass panels become a
pair in between 2.5 m
interval.
The arch is at a grandeur height for the open monumental space. It continues into
the ground in front of the library courtyard. The panels form a gallery for the exhibit,
"Taipei History and Individual Images as a Collective Memory."
The transparency allows silhouettes to be projected onto the glass.
The arcade is able to communi-
cate both from each side and
between different functions from
the police department to the bank
headquarters and the department
store.
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The panel glows at night, illuminating the
dark square. During election time, the soft
screen projection room can play digital
images and the center-square focus is best
for candidates' political speeches.
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Ideas draw from design and conclusion
Fig 4-1, 4-2. The fagade of Zhong Shan Hall resembles San Lorenzo in Florence, but juxtaposed with big scale
building box.
From finite to inferable, how we give meaning to shape or "style" which has
changed over time. How can an architect insert architectural detail to create intimacy over
monumentality, and represent its meaning in the current public space? What architectural
language to appropriate in the in-between element of arcades today? What comes to my
mind is that the meaning of shape has changed over time. Thus, the conventional element
of arcade could also change from ancient to contemporary, from finite to inferable.
The front fagade of Zhong Shan Hall resembles the front of San Lorenzo in Florence.
The surrounding edifice, however, takes a modem form and magnificent scale. How
should we treat the arcade, a traditional element, at a historic site in order to not fall
within to the restrictions imposed by a long, layered history, as happens in so many
places around the world?
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Fig 4-3 The Arcades in Laurentian Library by Michelangelo in Florence.
San Lorenzo in Florence is next to Laurentian library
Through inspecting different urban mechanisms through different lenses, I am
searching for an alternative urbanism model, a public scale model.
The Arcade in Italy, its delicate and magnificent culture, inevitably involves the
shackles of conservation. There are at least six people from the Venice school of
architecture who have studied the issues that are related.
Arcades, undoubtedly, an intricate strategy, involves climate and tradition. The
practical function of the arcade is universal from tropical to temperate geography zones,
such as Mumbai and Taiwan. The beautiful form of arcade interprets civilization and
tradition, being a piece of art in every culture.
Conclusion
In conclusion, three points that identify how the design responds to previous
research:
Zhong Shan Hall (site one) is a historic monument. The design is an urban public arcade,
which is situated between the exterior space of the Square and the interior theatre space
(currently). The two areas of the arcades, belong to Zhong Shan Hall, but speak to the
surrounding modem community. Furthermore, the two area define space of the
community and of the modem civil activities.
1. Making public space legible If we take out the arcade, such as the arcade in San
Marco, the square ceases to exist. The arcade makes the square legible. The design is
the best demonstration that the arcade defines a square. An arcade cannot exist
independently of the adjacent fabric. On the other hand, the original chaotic fabric
can easily be clarified by arcades.
2. Expressing memory physically In The Architecture of the City, Aldo Rossi
expressed the opinion that ruptures in the city fabric are the best locus for innovation
and what is built there often becomes a permanent monument. The Taipei design
bridges urban fabrics of the Ching dynasty and of the period of Japanese
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administration. The monumental wall and gate are no farther than two blocks from
the site. Zhong Shan Hall is also the place where Japan signed their surrender treaty.
The new square is where people can come to terms with their memory.
3. Supplementing the definition of portico space
a. Reviving the Forum Function of the Roman Theatre Vitruvius'De Architecture
describes the Roman theatre.
The forum in the theatre is a sheltered space for people waiting for the performance.
The structure shields visitors from the rain and sun. The idea of the Roman Theatre in
Vitruvius's de Architecture is its central focus, which allows the all viewers to see the
stage. The twelve divisions and angles alternate between aisles and spectator seats.
Similarly, the central arena in the Taipei square design not only enhances its
monumentality but also revives the forum's function as a theatre.
b. Creating Light and Horizontality
The portico's new definition is abstract and emphasizes continuous horizontality. It
uses light to illuminate the dark, which is set up through the sequence of the arcade,
leading us through the richness of projection and a translucent experience. The array of
display panels emphasizes the horizontal character of the arcades. The arcades connect
one following another on the same elevation. The various programs are defined by the
arcade spandrel as well.
c. Connecting Underground and Extending Auxiliary Theatre to Zhong Shan
Hall
The extension facility varies the function and adds flexibility of Zhong Shan Hall.
The portico links internally to the main entrance of the Hall by opening up the
underground gallery with skylight from the above piazza.
I design a more complete project for Zhong Shan hall and provide a strategic solution
for Da Dau Chong. (site two) In a reversal of the logic of Zhong Shan Hall, Da Dau
Chong Park, with the same historical importance, sits in the center of a district
surrounded by traditional arches. Unlike Zhong Shan Hall, which focus of attention.
Rather than being absorbed by the surrounding condition, a superimposed order takes the
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lead and injects new blood into this once glorious district.
Taipei, the capital of Taiwan, has been wiped out and demolished by every new
political regime into succeeding development in recent two hundred years. Most of the
historic buildings and patterns have not been integrated, leaving Taipei in a disordered
and fragmentary condition. These blank and discontinuous spaces provide unique
opportunities to undertake a modem experiment at a traditional site. This essay and
design have addressed the possibility of using the traditional arcade in the forms of
contemporary architecture at traditional sites in modem Taipei. Can contemporary
architecture and urbanism revive a torn, historic city?
Prof. Michael Dennis has written that, in the early twentieth century, the iconic
non-contextualized buildings finally replaced enclosed space as the emphasis of city
spectacle: "For centuries, space was the means that combined public and private sectors
in the cities. However, in the eighteenth century, alternative trends in society, culture, and
city form began to favor the private realm."ii
Urban open rooms, interior public rooms, and landscapes or gardens, which create
an intersection of architecture and urbanism, promote cohesive urban environments.
Therefore, this project and this paper incorporate ideas that aim to link the boundary
between architecture and urban design by negotiating modem space elements, using the
arcade, in a modem city that is full of historical layers. This is a design that addresses the
existing conditions of Taipei and attempts to give it grater physical and functional
coherence.
It is my hope that these two designs enhance the arcade's beauty, meaning, and
function in the contemporary architecture and offer a good public space design strategy
for many other cities in the world.
Quoted from Lots. Architecture in Italy 1500-1600. p153.
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Lotz "Three paragraphs of Palladio". p190.
Michael Dennis. Court and garden, "Introduction" p.1-3.
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CHAPTER 4
Unless cited otherwise, all following drawings were conceived and drawn by the author.
Fig 4-1 Photograph by author.
Fig 4-2 Photograph by author.
Fig 4-3 Photograph by author.
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